
 
 
 
 

The Guzman Family 
“Total second home for the priests! Joy and fruits of the spirit abound.” That’s how Fr. James Adams 
characterized the Guzman family in Los Sabanales from his time at Jesucristo Resucitado between 
2013 and 2015.  I’m sure the rest of us priests from Minnesota who have served here over the years 
would ditto that.  I first got to know the Guzmans in 1994 shortly after I arrived in Venezuela. I was 
living in San Felix but had been assigned to serve in an area under development on the city’s western 
expansion about 15 miles away.  The Guzman’s eldest daughter, María, and her husband Miguel had 
just purchased a home there and were running both the faith formation and baptismal preparation 
programs as well as organizing Sunday Mass on the grounds of the recently constructed Fe y Alegría 
school.  After Mass on many a Sunday, Miguel and María would hitch a ride with me back to San 
Felix and spend the rest of the day at the Guzman´s.  The ride always came with an invitation to 
come in for a while.  Such was my introduction to this amazing family.   
 

                                  The expression “like mother like daughter” was in many ways true of María.  As  
                                  with her mother Magaly, she was somewhat quiet and reserved, orderly and  
                                  disciplined…clearly the responsible eldest child you would want to have in  
                                  charge when both parents were gone.  Unfortunately, her younger brother and  
                                  four sisters all took more after their dad Ernesto. Although his name means “the  
                                  serious one” his personality was better suited to his nickname “Chuchu”. He was  
                                  a “bochinchero” his daughters told me during an interview with them for this  
                                  article…a word meaning loud and rowdy. I remember him as often having a 
somewhat mischievous smile and a glint of humor in his eye.  In those moments when Chuchu and 
Magaly were away from home leaving poor María in charge, she suffered many a frustrating attempt 
to maintain law and order. “It was a disaster!” her sisters told me with a bochinchero laugh.      
 

Chuchu and Magaly grew up a block apart in Caripe, a city of around 30,000 residents in the lush 
rugged mountainous region of northern Monagas 40 miles inland from the Caribbean coast.  At nearly 
3,000 feet above sea level, the cool invigorating climate, ample rainfall, and fertile soil of the Caripe 
valley made it an ideal location for the Capuchin Franciscans who established the main station of 
their missions in eastern Venezuela there toward the end of the 17th century.  It was from there that, 
in the early years of the 18th century, a group of Capuchin friars drove a herd of cattle 200 miles south 
through the mountains and over the plains to the extensive grasslands across the Orinoco River.  
There they left them to graze and multiply, returning a few years later to round up the cattle which 
they sold to finance the construction of a series of mission stations extending from our city all the way 
to the Brazilian border.   
 

Two and a half centuries later, Chuchu, likewise, headed south from Caripe and crossed the Orinoco 
to the fast-growing city of Ciudad Guayana where he hoped to find work and create a home for the 
family he would have some day. After securing a job as an industrial mechanic, he returned to Caripe 
to marry Magaly on December 30, 1967.  It would be a couple years before he was sufficiently 
established to bring his wife and recently-born daughter María back with him.  After renting a small 
place for a year, Chuchu and Magaly bought the property in Los Sabanales.  As with most homes at 
that time, theirs was a rustic earthen-walled house known as a barraca.  As money was available, 
they gradually added the concrete-block structure which still serves as the family’s home.   
 

The Guzmán family story will be continued in next week’s article. 
 

Points to ponder 
Where did your great grandparents, grandparents and parent live? Did they move often? Why or why not?  
 

These “Did you know?” papers are designed to give you a better understanding of life in Venezuela and to strengthen connections 
between the parishes of the Archdiocese and their archdiocesan mission during our 50

th
 anniversary year.  Please direct any comments 

or suggestions for future papers to Fr. Denny Dempsey at ddempsey@churchofstdominic.org or 651-368-7324. 
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